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Ancient Mesopotamia is famous for its kings. Sargon of Agade is said to have built the first empire. Hammurabi of Babylon showed off his authority in a collection of standard law. The shadow of later Assyrian and Babylonian monarchs darkens the prospects of Israel and Judah in the biblical tradition. Karl Marx’s “oriental despotism” began in the ancient world.

Democracy, in contrast, belongs to Greece, a world away, facing west toward Europe with its back to the east. Here we find the roots of the political system that Francis Fukuyama placed at “the end of history,” the system that is the life-breath of all modern academic pursuits (Fukuyama 1992). When we scholars study ancient Greece, we study ourselves. When we study ancient Mesopotamia, we explore the “other,” all ethnic identity aside.

Reality, as always, resists the tug of our impulse to categorize. In the case of ancient Mesopotamia and the larger Near East, the reputation for authoritarian monarchy has been transmitted to us through Athens and Israel, the two main conduits that carried eastern Mediterranean ideas into western Europe. Both of these faced eastern empires in the crucial periods of their classical writings, Achaemenid “Persia” against Athens, after Assyria and Babylon had dismantled Israel.

The Near East did indeed produce a variety of powerful centralized kingdoms, but it is not true that individualizing, authoritarian rule was specially characteristic of Near Eastern political life. Specialists have long recognized the participation of groups in Near Eastern politics at various levels, though these are often relegated to the margins of real power. Closer inspection shows that collective political decision making could be an essential aspect of Near Eastern governance. Outside of the largest kingdoms, political life was much less predictably centralized, with many possible equilibria between various political powers. Two particular locations of strong collective traditions were the town and the tribe, two distinct modes of identity with overlapping use. In much of the Near East, individual rule existed only in dynamic tension with a range of other individual and collective leadership.
Autocratic monarchy dominated the scene more and more with the success of certain large kingdoms, but these should not be considered the essential form of Near Eastern political life.

In fact, the collective component of Near Eastern politics appears to be very old and remarkably persistent, deserving more attention than it has attracted until now. We cannot sketch early political history as a development of increasingly complex societies in which individual leaders established ever more effective central control, until the Greeks introduced a radically different system with no relationship to what came before. The political world before democracy is therefore remarkably diverse, with a range of contributing elements that are not so obviously unlike the various constituents of the Greek scene before the process that led to democracy. In Syria-Mesopotamia, the region of the northern Fertile Crescent, the collective political character of the “town” provides an especially interesting backdrop to the development of Athenian democracy around the unit called the _polis_, again a “town.”

It is not my goal in this book to account for the origins of Greek democracy or even to pin down the relationship between predemocratic Greek society and regions to the east. I do, however, find that in discussion of Greece before democracy, the eastern Mediterranean, Anatolia, and the Fertile Crescent are separated from the Aegean in a way that strikes me as artificial and improbable in geographical terms alone. Greece and Mesopotamia are too easily regarded as polar political opposites, one capable of giving rise to democracy and the other constitutionally prone to autocracy. The Near Eastern evidence alone proves this a caricature. When these two worlds are regarded as diametrically opposed, both are immediately misunderstood. Something radically new unquestionably appeared in Athens with the advent of democracy, and its radical novelty calls for explanation by uniquely Greek circumstances. At the same time, however, Greece need not be treated as a separate cultural continent, which shares traits with the Near East only by importation. Surely, what is uniquely Greek or Aegean was embedded in a cultural matrix that had no absolute demarcations between adjacent regions.

Syria-Mesopotamia offers us the particular gift of some of the earliest known writing, and this writing allows an inside view of ancient political life in this part of the world. This writing shows us a complex interaction of many different social and political players, including large entities ruled by kings, alliances that acted as a single polity, tribal groups of varying scale and character, and the unit centered at a single settled site called the “town.” Both individual and group leadership are found in every one of these settings, with no single configuration. As our modern world struggles with the invitation to let democracy spread into every political culture, surely it would be thought-provoking to rediscover underlying continuities between the Greek invention and earlier traditions of collective decision making.
There is no question that in many ancient Near Eastern settings, powerful monarchies had reduced other traditional political participants to relatively minor roles, subordinate to an administrative structure that served the individual authority of kings. The evidence for these other traditions is more abundant than generally realized, but during the time of early writing, they almost never existed as a wholly separate alternative to kingship. Even where kings were weak or distant, other political players had to cope with their claims and their power. Because of this interaction, it would be futile to investigate ancient collective political life in isolation from the individual rule that most often occupied the highest rung of any regional political ladder. The role of the group can be understood only as part of a system that usually involves kings.

In practical terms, this need to think in terms of a political and social system shapes the entire definition of this book. I am interested in the entire phenomenon of group decision making in a world before democracy, but I have chosen to examine this phenomenon from the vantage of the one large archive from a city called Mari. For much of the third millennium B.C.E., Mari dominated the part of the Euphrates River valley just inside Syria’s modern border with Iraq. Mari’s archives of clay tablets with “wedge-shaped” cuneiform writing come almost entirely from a single brief period just before the site was destroyed, most often dated to the early eighteenth century. Although Mari served as the royal seat of a modest kingdom, its collection of more than 30,000 letters offers an amazing vista on the whole Syria-Mesopotamian landscape. Moreover, Mari’s last king, named Zimri-Lim, was a tribal ruler who survived through a carefully cultivated web of alliances with an array of odd bedfellows. These included tribal peoples from both his own and other groups, as well as many small polities in the region north of Mari. His political contacts reached in every direction and involved every type of leadership. Among these, we find a variety of collective forms. In this network of political interconnections, not kingship, tribes, nor towns can be understood except as they relate to the whole.

If it is a system that must be understood, and not the isolated evidence for elders, assemblies, and the like, then the question is how to define the bounds of the system in view. Here there is a real advantage to the coherence of a single archive. With the documentation from Mari, we are looking at interlocking political traditions of a single period, across connected space. The data themselves therefore provide us a mandate to explain them not as isolated signals of interesting phenomena but as part of an integrated system. Towns and villages were incorporated into larger entities that were not defined in town terms. How are we to understand how the royal administration at Mari or at other centers in the kingdom, such as Terqa or Saggaratum, related to whatever political traditions accrued to each town as such? Zimri-Lim, the last king of Mari and the recipient of most of the correspondence found there, proclaimed himself “king of Mari and the land
of the Ḥana.” The first title defines him by the walled city that he made his seat of power, and the second associates him with mobile pastoralists who identify themselves by tribe.

With such connections in mind, I have incorporated two other major political phenomena into this study, as a framework for understanding the collective traditions of towns. I begin in Chapter 2 with the identification of people by tribal categories, a custom that reaches every level of society, from rulers to villagers. Such identification by kinship may have been common to all early Mesopotamian society, urban and not, but in the Mari archives we find our richest evidence for large groups spread across considerable territory, whose primary political allegiance may be defined by tribe. These commitments then shape the political life of towns and kingdoms, according to the traditions of the dominant tribal population. Zimri-Lim himself was widely considered to be a tribal king. Having addressed the tribe, I turn in Chapter 3 to the categories that define the Mari kingdom, which may fairly be called an archaic state. In the Akkadian language of the letters found at Mari, the highest unit of political organization was the mātum, or “land.” The largest Mesopotamian kingdoms were “lands,” but any people capable of maintaining an independent political identity and of negotiating war and peace could call itself a mātum. These “lands” were often defined by the names of the towns at their centers, but some were named for tribal populations. Somehow, the political customs of both towns and tribes were incorporated into this larger framework, and it is not possible to understand either one without exploring the mātum. At the same time, it is important to realize that the idea of group decision making is not primarily identified with the “land” in the documentation itself.

Most often, the collective political voice is defined by individual towns, and these become the ultimate destination of my study in Chapter 4. This voice may be identified simply by named towns as such or by their gathered leadership, as “elders,” “heads,” or the like. In the cases of Imar, Tuttul, and Urgiš, the collective decision making is attested in the consistent evidence of multiple texts. What can we call this tradition? Our evidence does not indicate any conscious equalizing of all participants or any conscious attempt to extend such equal participation to a whole “citizensry,” however defined. We cannot call this “democracy,” however primitive, without losing the value of that term. At the same time, however, the world before democracy was not bereft of inclusive political process, and we do well to examine the democratic tradition against these independent customs, if only to understand better where the innovation truly lies. Given the geographical proximity of Greece to the ancient Near East, it is difficult not to wonder what similar collective traditions may have been shared by preclassical Greece. This book offers no answers, though I hope that its contents help illuminate the discussion among specialists.
In general terms, the Mari archives offer a perspective on the ancient political landscape that invites a reappraisal of some common typologies. Zimri-Lim was both a tribal king and the master of a major city center, and his administration embraced both tribal leaders and Mari officials from the previous regime, enemies of his tribe. This same king identified himself vigorously with the mobile pastoralists of his tribe, who represented a key power base, even as he managed the river-valley core of a preexisting Mari kingdom with the normal settlement-oriented methods for governing farming communities. We will always oversimplify and misunderstand if we reduce our interpretation to oppositional pairs, such as urban and rural places of residence, subsistence by pastoralism and cultivation, settled and nomadic modes of life, tribal and urban affiliations, or hierarchical palace and communal village political systems. At every turn, Mari displays unlooked-for combinations and connections that show the urban, the elite, the royal, and the settled in much more intimate relationship with the rest of the typological spectrum than some might expect. Few ancient voices deny outright the unquestioned authority of the king, but his actual power seems to be a matter of constant negotiation, as he engages a panoply of traditional leaderships, each with its own constituencies and assumed prerogatives. Here again, I find myself standing at the edge of questions and evidence that extend far beyond the material that I have addressed in this book. If my investigation provokes any progress by others toward better answers than my own, the effort will have been well spent.
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